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Editorial

World AIDS DAY
On December 1, 2003 Que Ondee Sola will join
thousands, perhaps millions across the globe to
recognize World AIDS Day. In remembrence of
those who have been lost, we join together in
opposition to the continuation of ignorance, stigma, and discrimination. In doing so, we stand
together struggling for a future of knowledge,
understanding, and acceptance.
For the better part of the last ten years, Que
Ondee Sola has approached every December edition with a simple objective: to dedicate our
pages to the discussion of AIDS and HIV and its
implications on our community and communities
around the world. Due to the fact that Latinos in
the U.S . account for some of the highest rates of
HIV contraction, we view this objective as central to our publishing efforts.

is no different. Our focus reflects the theme of
World AIDS Day 2003, stigma and discrimination.
Continuing the momentum gained from previous
issues, in this edition we continue to raise the
Latino Status issues, specifically related to NEIU
and other Chicagoland universities. Also, this
edition features several articles about important
events taking place in our community.
Lastly, I would like to thank all those students
who have supported the work of Que Ondee Sola
throughout this semester. Continue to look out
for us, next being our special edition January
2004. Thank you and Happy Three Kings Day!

Throughout these years, in collaboration with
Vida/SIDA, an AIDS/HIV prevention and education program in the Puerto Rican community,
Que Ondee Sola has provided our readers with a
litany of articles, commentaries, reflections, and
poetic expressions about this matter. This edition
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MISSION
Que Ondee Sola is a 31 year old
Puerto Rican/ Latina/o monthly
student magazine. Our mission is
to provide our campus with
a relevant and engaging
publication that deals with
student issues, pa rticularly those
of Latinos and issues
that are of importance
to our communities.
Que Ondee Sola continues to
affirm the right of Puerto Rican
self-determination.
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World AIDS Day
Special Insert

WorldAIDSDay
Fighting Stigma and
Discrimination
What causes people to think
this way about HIV/AIDS
What is HIV/ AIDS related
discriminaton
Meaningful Sources

Since 1988, every December 1st
has had a special meaning in the
history of the HIV/AIDS epidemic. This day, referred to as World
AIDS Day, was initiated to motivate efforts of kindness, optimism,
solidarity and understanding
HIV/AIDS around the globe. This
year's campaign focu ses on people
living with HIV/AIDS that are
stigmatized or discriminated fo r
reasons associated with the condition.
In a struggle to eliminate such
prejudice, Vida/SIDA-Bilingual
Prevention and Education Project
of the Puerto Rican Cultural
Center is commited to creating a
space fo r education and cultural
awareness about the epidemic. In
an effort to disable the false faces
of HIV/AIDS that disrupts prevention initiatives and awareness
in the community Vida/SIDA has
had the opportunity to target
groups and individuals that are
vulnerable to being misinformed.
The program has created a collective response in order to address
this issue.
In support of international World
4
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AIDS Day efforts, Vida/SIDA coordinated and cultivated a space for
community members, artists, students, youth, and representatives
from different agencies to collaborate, and thus disseminate valuable
information within a creative
framework. To promote an open
discussion of these issues,
Vida/SIDA, in collaboration with
the Institute of Puerto Rican Arts
and Culture, challenged the community artists and students by
providing workshops in which
they
learned
printmaking/
silkscreen. The workshops serve as
a platform for a creative forum
among the part1opants and
encourages discussion based
around stigma and discrimination. Historically the technique of
silkscreen has been used in Puerto

Rican graphic arts for more than
half a century by the creation of el
taller ( the workshop) in which
groups of artists worked together
and to create campaigns of public
concern. The ability for silk
screens to be easily reproduced
served as a magnet to disseminate
political, social, educational, and
cultural messages to the masses.
After analyzing and discussing
how HIV/AIDS stigma and discrimination has affected the community, artists Josue Pellot and
Lisandra Cruz guided the participants into the creation of a series
of silk screen prints conveying
social and educational messages.
The resulting art pieces will be
presented at Galeria Raices on
World AIDS Day.

continues on pg 9

WORLD AIDS DAY:

Words: Brenda Torres-Figueroa

FIGHTING STIGMA AND DISCRIMINATION
THE IMPACT IN THE PUERTO RICAN COMMUNITY
The Puerto Rican community constantly battles stereotypes and discrimination. In an effort to help bring about change, Ida Roldan, one of the
guest speakers for this year's World AIDS Day event sponsored by
Vida/SIDA, a project of the Puerto Rican Cultural Center, describes her
study in a published article titled The Experience of the Puerto Rican Family
When a Member Has HIV/AIDS. Her findings reveal how different HIV
positive members of the Puerto Rican community and those related with
people living with HIV/AIDS react to the epidemic. This engaging article
develops the idea of cultural behavior in responding to the epidemic.
"Although much attention has been given to the AIDS
epidemic on the East and West Coasts of the nation, the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC,
2001 b) statistics rank Chicago as one of the top 10 cities
with the highest number of AIDS cases. As of June 2001,
it was estimated that 22,000 people were living with AIDS
in Chicago (CDC, 20016), and 15% of these were
Hispanic, of which 29% were Puerto Rican (Chicago
Department of Health, 2000). Although in recent years
Chicago has seen a drop in HIV/AIDS-related deaths,
there is no cure for this illness. This epidemic is still devastating many Puerto Rican families. Most importantly, many of those
infected face the challenges of living with a chronic terminal disease, feeling alone, rejected, and ostracized by family and community. This study
was to capture the experience that is unique to the Puerto Rican family
when a member has HIV/AIDS."

enced there their families became
fearful of them after they became
infected, and they themselves were
fearful of others finding out about
their illness. These fears were
based on this culture's strong religious and spiritual roots that took
hold within the context of the
meaning Puerto Ricans assign to

"When a stigmatizing social label is
applied it is usually because society
considers something undesirable,
shameful or unworthy. Stigma reinforces pre-existing negative assumptions, beliefs and prejudices."

In Puerto Rico and its diaspora the issue of discrimination relates to cultural values that can be broken if someone decides to disclose their status
as HIV positive. People had created coded labels for people living with
HIV/AIDS. These labels are often developed within the core of families
and communities that, regardless of how the virus was contracted, focus
more on a coded value system that view individuals with HIV/AIDS as
immoral. Stigma is a powerful social label that radically changes the way
people are viewed and view themselves. When a stigmatizing social label is
applied it is usually because society considers something undesirable,
shameful or unworthy. Stigma reinforces pre-existing negative assumptions, beliefs and prejudices.
The study data suggest that the unique meanings that the Puerto Rican
culture assigns to HIV/AIDS are linked to the isolation and rejection that
the Puerto Rican infected person is experiencing. The participants experi-

this illness and that push
HIV/AIDS into the realm of sin
and evil. Those infected with
HIV/ AIDS are considered to be
sinners, impure, and at fault. What
is coughed or expelled is not a
germ but instead something
impure that becomes equated with
evilness. So if HIV/AIDS-infected
persons are viewed as evil, full of
impurities, and at fault, one can
begin to understand the intense
fear that this community has
about HIV/AIDS. Another major
finding of this study is that
bochinche, or gossip, is the driving
force behind keeping one's diagnosis a secret. Furthermore, because
this community believes that
homosexual behaviors are strongly
linked to HIV/AIDS, the infected
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drug addict and his or her family
struggle to keep the illness secret
for fear of being considered
homosexual.
Bochinche drives families to act
uncharacteristically distant and
unresponsive. The findings of this
study enlighten clinicians about
the interaction between cultural
values, belief systems,and their
impact on the way Puerto Ricans
react to HIV/AIDS. These findings
help clinicians understand the cultural metaphors, or codes, that the
infected person uses to describe
his or her experience.
This is certainly true for HIV,
which has reinforced deeply held
prejudices against groups already
marginalized and stigmatized,
especially gay men and people of
color. It has also heightened the
taboos associated with sexual
practices and drug use. The structure of the Puerto Rican culture
has, in many ways, challenged the
efforts to
fight prejudice.
However, the picture does not get
better when people are associated
with someone living with the
virus, which can also trigger feelings of stigma and discrimina tion. This can include children
with HIV positive parents, the siblings of HIV positive people, partners of HIV positive people, care
givers, and volunteers working in
HIV/AIDS
organizations.
HIV/AIDS stigmatization around
the globe is manifested through
social ostracism, personal rejection, direct and indirect discrimination, and laws that essentially
deprive people living with
HIV/ AIDS, and those related to
them, their fundamental rights.

6
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WHAT CAUSES PEOPLE TO THINK
THIS WAY ABOUT HIV/AIDS?
A number of factors contribute to the stigmatization of people living with
HIV/AIDS:

1. HIV/AIDS is a life-threatening disease;
2. HIV/AIDS is associated with a degradation of the body
including lesions associated with Kaposi Sarcoma;
3. HIV/AIDS is infectious, and there remains a lack of
understanding about how it is transmitted;
4. HIV/AIDS is associated with homosexuality and injecting drug use,which are sometimes considered deviant, and
as a result PLWHA are thought to be at fault for having
contracted HIV;
5. HIV/AIDS is perceived by the religious and moral beliefs
of others to be punishment for a moral fault, such as
promiscuous or "deviant" sex;
and
6. HIV/AIDS is associated with minorities already stigmatized and discriminated against (especially Africans).
HIV/AIDS related stigma builds upon and reinforces
existing social stereotypes and inequalities.
It is important to remember that although these characteristics contribute
to HIV stigma, stigma is inherently illogical and cannot be adequately
explained solely by these factors. When stigmatization turns into action, it
becomes discrimination.

WHAT IS HIV/ AIDS
RELATED DISCRIMINATION?
Discrimination can be defined as any action or measure that results in
someone being treated less favorably because they have, or are believed to
have, HIV.
HIV/ AIDS-related discrimination extends to people associated with people living with HIV/AIDS, whether personally, or through family or professional association ( e.g. people working in an HIV/ AIDS
organization). The essence of HIV/ AIDS related discrimination is that it
interacts with pre-existing sources of stigma and discrimination against

marginalized groups who are discriminated
against either on the basis of their known HIV
status or on their assumed HIV status (i.e. double discrimination).

December 1st 2003

Therefore, one cannot talk about discrimination on the basis of HIV/AIDS without talking
about other forms of discrimination, such as
that of sexual orientation, race and ethnicity, as
well as discrimination against injecting drug
users, sex workers and prisoners. In other
words, there is discrimination against the
already marginalized or vulnerable groups in
society and those most at risk of contracting
HIV.

Fight Stigma
& Discrimination

HIV/AIDS stigma and discrimination has
impacted the prevention of the disease. Stigma
and discrimination threaten the effectiveness of
HIV/AIDS prevention and care programs.
They create a climate that negatively impacts
effective prevention by discouraging individuals from coming forward to test and from seeking information on how to protect themselves
and others. This deepens the adverse impact of
living with HIV/ AIDS.

4:30pm- Community Awareness Walk

People who are at risk for HIV infection, or are
already infected, may choose not to have access
to health care, prevention, and education services for the fear of being stigmatized by health
care and service providers. HIV/AIDS related
discrimination affects many of the choices that
people living with HIV/AIDS, or people at risk,
make about being tested and seeking assistance
for their physical, psychological, and social

needs.

World AIDS Day '03
Schedule of events

-Division and Mozart
5:00pm- WAD 2003 Event
- Galeria Raices 2nd floor,

2458 W. Division St.
(Division and Campbell)
Art exhibition, live music, and poetry

Guest speakers
Ida Roldan author of: The Experience of A
Puerto Rican Family When a Member has
HIV/Al DS and Nanette Benbow, Director of
HIV/AIDS surveillance, Chicago Department of
Public Health

Meaningful Sources:
Ida Roldan. (2002).
The Experience of the Puerto Rican Family When a Member has HIV.
http://www.worldaidsday.org
http://www.areyouhivprejudiced.org
UNAIDS: The Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/ AIDS: http://
www.unaids.org
National Center for HIV/STD and TB prevention: http://www.cdc.gov/hiv/wad.htm
City of Chicago Department of Public Health: http://www.ci.chi.il.us/Health/
http://www.avert.org
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Word on Campus
LATINO STUDENT SPEAK

Our

Northeastern Illinois University
Words: NEIU's Latino Status Committee given the to mentor incoming and

On November 11, 2003, the
Latino Status Committee (LSC),
which is comprised of several
Latino student organizations,
including Que Ondee Sola,
Chimexla, and Union for Puerto
Rican Students, hosted a "Latino
Student Speak Out." The purpose
of the event was to help promote
student empowerment through a
critical understanding and analysis of the world that Latinas/os
live in. It was a safe space for
Latino students to come together
to discuss some of the problems
that the university is facing, to
bring to light some of the discrepancies at NEIU, encourage greater
Latino student involvement and
participation, and educate the
university on the needs of the
Latino Students.
With 27.5% Latino students,
Northeastern Illinois University is
Illinois's
only
four-year
"Hispanic-serving institution."
Because of this title, NEIU is eligible to receive numerous grants for
its "diversity;' a term so losely used
byNEIU.
Latino student retention is a problem at NEIU and across the
nation. Although NEIU has programs that link freshman students
with mentors from the faculty and
administration, there is no program where Latino students are
8
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freshman Latino students. What if
there was a program that was created by students to help other students get through those difficult
first semesters? A program like this
would help with Latino student
retention, which is at an all time
low, especially with Latino males.
This would be NEIU's Latino student's solution to addressing a
nation-wide problem.
According to the Illinois Board of
Higher Education: "The lowest
rate of participation of underrepresented groups in Illinois higher
education occurs at the staff level.
The lack of representation is particularly acute in regard to minority faculty ... Latinos represent two
percent of all Illinois faculty, compared with 12 percent of the state's
population and 11 percent of
Illinois' higher education enrollment."i According to NEIU's
Faulty Category Report (february
2003) only 6.2% of professors at
NEIU Hispanic while an even
lower number (5.2 %) Hispanics
are tenured track, a very low numbers of Latino professors at NEIU.
The LSC urges the university to
listen to the Illinois Board of
Higher Education's recommendations to make changes at this level.
Another area that remands our
attention involves course offerings
at NEIU. There are courses offered
in the NEIU Course Catalog that

Latino Student Speak Out
NEIU

Remebering the Latino
Student Struggle
UIC

Zero Latina/os
UIC
The Impact of Empire at
Home and Abroad
Depaul

are often times not in the semester
directory of courses. There are
even some classes that Latino students would like to have offered,
courses that would reflect the
growing interests of NEIU's
"diverse" student body and would
help us understand the reality of
Latinos locally, nationally, and
internationally. In particular, it is
an important to include course
that address the history of immigration, a reality of local and
national history.
The Mexican/Caribbean Studies
Minor and the Latina/o and Latin
American Studies Program speak
to the efforts of the 31-year old
Latino student struggle at NEIU.
LSC continues to support the
efforts of these projects that are
"originally student-created programs;'ii while at the same time
continuing to demand that these
and other courses, like Economics
and English Literature, be taught
Latino professors.
Latino students should have a
place that where we can celebrate
the continuing student struggle

and address the concerns and
needs of the Latino community on
and around campus. Thus, the
LSC is proposing the establishment of a Latino Cultural
/Resource Center that would help
promote student advancement,
provide additional educational
opportunities, and broaden the
channels of communication
between Latino students and the
rest of the community. The LSC
urges that the university strive to
identify resources toward the creation
of
a
Latino
Cultural/Resource Center. Amidst
all the university's current remodeling projects, the administration
should utilize its private donations, as well as make use of its status as a "Hispanic-serving institution" to secure grants in order to
fund the project.
Members of LSC have viewed
beautiful murals across the city of
Chicago that depict the history
and struggle of many communities of color. While there are large,
dramatic, and colorful murals that
depict the same at many public
universities and city colleges,
NEIU has no mural that speaks to
the story of Latino students, and
the LSC would thus like to spearhead a mural project at NEIU in
the near future.
Like many other universities,
NEIU has a population of undocumented students. Although
NEIU allows undocumented students to pay instate tuition, these
students are not eligible to receive
financial aid assistance, which
means that they pay every cent out
of their own pockets. The LSC
urges NEIU to assist undocumented students with private scholar-

ships, by tapping into Alumni
Funds that are comprised of private donations. There needs to be a
support system that will address
the needs of these students.
These are some of the issues that
the Latino Status Committee has
been addressing. If you would like
more information or would like to
participate in the efforts of establishing equal representation
among Latinas/as at NEIU, contact QOS at ext. 4583.
ilnformation from Report to the
Governor and General Assembly
on Underrepresented Groups in
Illinois Higher Education, June
2
0
0
3
http:/ /www.ibhe.state.il. us/Report
s%20&%20Studies/access.htm
ii Latina/o and Latin American
Studies
Program
Mission
Statement, 2003.

continued from pg 4
Vida/SIDA invites the entire community to participate in a
Community Walk for AIDS
Awareness on Monday, December
1st, 2003. We exhort community
members and organizations to
bring their banners and emblems
and join us at the corner of
Division Street and Mozart at 4:30
PM to support this effort. The
Community Walk for AIDS
Awareness will reach Galeria
Raices (located at 2458 West
Division Street) around 5PM
where a reception (art exhibit and
poetry reading) is programmed
with live music from "Primera

Orquesta de Cuatro y Guitarra de
Chicago. Also, the participation of
Nanette Benbow, Director of AIDS
Surveillance at the Chicago
Department of Public Health and
Ida Roldan, author of the "The
Experience of a Puerto Rican
Family When a Member has
HIV/AIDS:' Roldan's study offers
us a framework for understanding
the role of culture in the struggle
against stigma and discrimination
as well as examining how the family and community are burden
when dealing with the epidemic.
Stigma is a powerful tool of social
control and can be used to marginalize, exclude, and exercise
power over individuals who show
certain characteristics. While the
societal rejection of certain social
groups (i.e. homosexuals, intravenous drug users, sex workers,
etc.) may predate HIV/AIDS. The
disease has, in many cases, reinforced this stigma.
Vida/SIDA welcomes the participation of all community member
who are in support of this cause
and invites the community to call
Vida/SIDA at (773) 278-6737 to
find out how they can participate
and help in future events. The
community can learn more about
the World AIDS Day efforts and
how stigma and discrimination
affect our community by visiting
the
web
sites
http://www.avert.org/aidsstigma.htm and
http://www.areyouhiyprejudiced.org.
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REMEMBERING THE LATINA/0
Words: Chris Estrada
STUDENT STRUGGLE
NEIU STUDENT

University of Illinois Chicago
On Saturday, November 15, an
event was held on UIC's campus
celebrating thirty years of Latino
student struggle. Besides the college
recruitment fair and the phenomenal lunch served at the Rafael
Cintron Ortiz Latino Cultural
Center, Latino college students participating in panel discussions with
a number of Latino activists, professors and administrators (which
are not mutually exclusive categories - several of the panelists have
played all of those roles) . The pivotal moment which this event commem orated was the 1973 student
take-over of University Hall when
Latino students demanded more
diversity within their curriculum
and their student body. This protest
was strategically planned to occur
while the university's Board of
Trustees was holding a meeting on
the twenty-third floor of the building, insuring the administration's
attention. In fact, the administration paid so much attention that
they had all of the activists handcuffed and arrested, effectively
branding them as criminals for
voicing their collective concerns. Yet
since that single act of civil disobedience, a host of programs and
institutions have been created
which owe a debt to the courage
and audacity of those students.
These include the aforementioned
cultural center as well as Latin
American
Recruitment
and
Educational Services (LARES ) and
the Latin American / Latino Studies
Program (LALS) .

I
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There was massive effort and energy that went into planning this day
of events that ended with a guided
tour of historic Paseo Boricua, dinner at Raices restaurant (featuring
art by Cuca), and musical, thatrical,
poetic, and dance performances at
Second Ruiz Belvis Cultural Center.
At the last planning meeting before
the conference, an unprecedented
number of students from a variety
of Chicago universities came
together to discuss the issues that
were concerning them. On that cold
Sunday morning, at least twenty
college students from Humboldt
Park, Little Village, Pilsen, and Niles,
representing NEIU, Colombia,
DePaul, UIC, and Loyola, all gathered at Cafe Teatro Batey Urbano to
discuss the importance of student
involvement and understanding of
the history of the Latino student
struggle. These university students
voiced how important it was to
involve high school students in
these efforts, because it is the
responsibilities of those who have
the opportunity to attend a university to help others in their community have access to that same privilege. Without the enthusiasm and
interest of all of these students, the
event would not have been possible.
The discussions of the panels themselves spanned the spectrum
between the pragmatic and the
visionary. The Executive Director of
LARES, Leonard Ramirez, brought
up the basic fact that the university

is a business like any other, and as
much as it claimed to serve the
interests of students it could not
afford the bad publicity of ignoring the 1973 protest. And Mr.
Ramirez would know; he was one
of the original organizers of that
act, along with fellow panelists
and community activists. He
spoke of the need for Latino students to possess clarity of purpose,
a concrete understanding over a
common cause with which to confront the institutions of power
imbedded in the university structure. A crucial aspect of that
understanding has been a linkage
between students and faculty, a
phenomenon spearheaded by the
study groups orchestrated by
Rafael Cintron Ortiz that linked
local and global issues during the
1960's.
Marta Rodriguez elaborated on
'how to fight with power; and the
importance of relating community struggles with the student
struggle. She encouraged students
to channel their anger and frustration into effective planning and
the insertion of a Latino agenda
into the public discourse. She also
cautioned students against the
'disconnect' of the American
Dream of individualism and selfadvancement, to retain their perspective after graduation and realize "that degree is very much needed by the people you left behind."
That sentiment, the need to
strengthen and empower commu-

mtles through education (rather
than just the advancement of the
individual), was echoed by a number of the panelists that day.
The changes in institutional policy
at UIC did not instantaneously
come about after 1973. Like all
social change, it was a process, and
only the commitment of the social
actors involved enabled its realization. Ramirez emphasized the
need to get firm dates and timelines from those in institutions of
power, exemplified by the onagain off-again nature of the creation of their Latino Cultural
Center. Depending on how its
reckoned or who you ask, the RCO
Cultural Center was created
between 1976-78. He outlined a
basic chronology of developments
including an Association of Latino
Workers in 1978, the Selective
Index Struggle of 1979 (which was
oriented against the racism df
standardized tests), the 1986
Alarcon struggle (which allowed
admittance based on state rather
than federal residency)
and
reforms on the 'course patterns
requirements' and overly restrictive admissions policies.

1
I

of education. Among those apects
are the large amount of Latino students, which suffers from a historically low retention-rate nationwide, and a disparity in representation throughout the continuum
of undergraduate, graduate studies, and teaching faculties.

The Executive Director of LALS,
Frances Aparicio spoke briefly
about the legacy of'colonized education' and what she described as
"paradigms of denigration", and
the importance of a Latino curriculum as a process of decolonization. Yet, in spite of the successes of the Latino Studies
Program, it is beleaguered with the
same problems of budget cuts, cut
courses, and longer paths towards
student graduation ( due in no
small part to reduced course offerings) that are effecting all aspects
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ZERO LATINA/ OS

University of Illinois Chicago

On October 23, the Illinois Legislative Latino Caucus
held a public hearing at UIC. Representatives of all the
state's public universities, the Illinois Board of Higher
Education (IBHE), and the Illinois Student Assistance
Commission were invited to address the Caucus in
regards to Latino student and faculty recruitment and
retention. During his testimony, the Executive Director
of the IBHE Daniel J. LaVista, was forced to admit that
the decision making body of his institution is flawed.

clerical or secretarial. After a couple minutes of evading
the question, Daniel J. LaVista reluctantly responded
that the Illinois Board of Higher Education has zero
Latino staff, zero Latino faculty, zero Latino managers/
executives, and zero Latino administrators. In other
words, there are no Latinos in the

zero Latino staff, zero Latino faculty, zero Latino managers/ executives,
His policy proposals and persistent proclamations that
there are increasing opportunities for Latino students
and faculty were not supported in his presentation. In
fact, when asked how effective the IBHE has been in
implementing some of these proposals for Latino
recruitment, Mr. LaVista had trouble responding.

decision making body to address specifically Latino
issues. Give this fact, it's no wonder why the needs of
Latinos are continuously not addressed with the proper passion, co mitment, and dedication that is needed
for any po icy to be appropriately implemented and
achieve its exRected results.

Specifically, Senator Sandoval, a member of the Latino
Caucus, had to demand a coherent response addressing
his inquiry as to how many Latinos there are within the
IBHE, whether administrative, executive, managerial,

A seed of a broken dysfunctional home
3 races combined as 1
The fairytale story is only a dream,
the aspects of my life are torturing
3 voices become 1
Walking with my head held high,
As I see all the opportunities pass by
3 journeys leading to the same paths
Happiness is less than what it seems,
raised from the streets,
the ghettoest of queens
Money can't buy joy, and
laughter is all we can afford
Expressing ourselves is the only way out,
but I don't hide behind poetry
'cause that's when you hear all my shouts
I'm blinded by what I want,
but what I want is what I don't need
B/c of my heartache life, my mind is full of greed
Fighting for what we got, but it's not enough
The only thing to satisfy our hunger,
is all we know that's love

I
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I am what I am
No1 can tell me what's wrong or right
B/c if you think of it logically,
the truth is we all live lies
We hide behind truth, yet we want to find ourselves
But everything is a struggle, nothing comes well
I have it the hardest, cuz I only want out
Leaving the ghetto, is my only route
Just cuz your from it,
doesn't mean you need to live it
Just cuz you see it on the streets,
doesn't mean you have to give in
3 personalities share thoughts of
What it is

Rehl, Flaca, Skeptical

THE IMPACT OF EMPIRE
Words: Yvonne Nieves
NEIUSTUDENT

AT

HOME

ABROAD

AND

Depaul University
On October 12, 2003, the Activist Student Union at DePaul University
sponsored a Prairie Fire Organizing Committee event that brought leaders
from different communities together to talk about the united states as an
empire and the affects that it has had in the nation and internationally.
The forum was dedicated to the late Edward Said, a man who struggled fi
justice and peace in Palestine and around the world.
Ahmad Sadri, a Professor at Lake Forest College and expert on the Mid
, oc«:.'; -- f --· · •
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empire if they know what has happened to empires m history? Sadn also
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warned against fighting Islamic fundamentalism with Chnstian fundamentalism because fire cannot be fought with fire. In his words, "Lets get
God out of American politics."
researchers such as Oscar Lewis
I
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Emma Lozano of Centro Sin Fronteras, who recently returned from the
Immigrant Workers Freedom Ride, spoke on the war right here in this
country. She detailed the plight of the undocumented and how it is our
responsibility to care for them. During the Freedom Ride, while union
groups were passing out miniature sized American flags , Lozano's group
refused to take and wave them because they felt that the u.s. has discriminated against them and not treated as human beings. "They were trying to
imposed the flag on us;' she said. "We're now called illegal aliens from
planet Mexico;' Lozano mentioned with a sarcastic tone, but then stiffened
up and said, "The united states isn't even a country, that's why it called 'the
united states'... but we are all citizens of the Americas." This Chicana leader
went on to describe tyranny and terrorism in the u.s. and how many do not
recognize it because they are privileged. She spoke of the media and how
people are being bombarded by so much information, that we need to
learn how to disseminate all of it. Lozano quoted her counterparts, "Nos
estan lavando los cocos:'
The forum concluded with Professor Jose Lopez, executive director of Juan
Antonio Corretjer Puerto Rican Cultural Center, who explained colonialism and how it relates to the u.s. as an empire: "We're living in a world built
on the pillars of colonialism. You can't have colonialism without capitalism, and you can't have capitalism without racism. Racism exists because
you have to be able to justify colonialism." Lopez went on to explain how
racism is now oftem justified by culture. He critiqued the work of

( 1965) who developed the theory
of the "culture of poverty," which
posited that people of color have
aquired cultural behaviors that
they cannot escape and thus they
are doomed. According to Lopez:
"We don't live in a post-modern or
post-colonial world ... we are currently living modernism and colonialism every day:'
The united states has attempted to
control the economies of other
countries in order to benefit from
the suffering and poverty of the
people, from Ciudad Juarez to
Puerto Rico to Iraq. All the panelists recognized October 12 not as
Columbus Day, but as a day to
honor resistance. "We must fight
assimilation,"was a solution posed
by Lozano. Lopez's words resonated long after the forum: "We are all
citizens of the world."

I
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CHICAGO PASSES RESOLUTION
AGAINST PATRIOT ACT
Words: Miguel Morales,
National Boricua Human Rights Network

The Chicago City Council passed a
resolution on Wednesday, October
1st that condemned the USA
Patriot Act for violating civil liberties, especially those of immigrants
and people of color. During an
earlier hearing held on September
25th and sponsored by Alderman
Billy Ocasio of the 26th Ward, several immigrant and Muslim persons testified to unfair treatment
by government officials. Emma
Lozano of Centro Sin Fronteras
said that scapegoating immigrants
became a substitute for national
security, "The War on Terror is a
war of terror on Latinos." Deborah
Caldwell Stone of the American
Library Association raised a concern that the federal government
was allowed access to library
records without probable cause
and that librarians have already
voluntarily divulged records at the
request of the federal authorities.
Opposition came from several
aldermen,
including
Brian
Doherty (41 st Ward), who commented that the resolution was an
attempt to embarrass the Bush
administration. Chicago's Mayor
Daley, who met with President
George Bush earlier that week,
cautioned that judging the Patriot
Act without proof of violations
was premature. U.S. attorney
Patrick Fitzgerald defended the

I
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law, saying it allows law enforcement and intelligence agencies to
share information.

Chicago Passes Resolution
Against Patroit Act
SB67 and the Immigrant
Community
Prison Denies Medical
Treatment

Los "Radicales" Boricuas De
Chicago
A Space In Need

Many who supported the resolution, such as Alderman Bernard
Stone (50 th Ward), asserted that
people of color in their wards have
been unfairly targeted for interrogation by the Federal government.
Alderman Freddrenna Lyle (6'
Ward) made references to government violations of the civil rights
of dissident groups such as the
Black Panthers. "Some of us read
history and don't want to go back
there;' said Alderman Lyle.
The original version of the resolution called for the repeal of the
entire Patriot Act. The resolution
that passed on October 1st calls
for the deletion of portions that
violate civil rights. Although this
was a compromise, it allowed
Chicago to join the chorus of
other cities that have passed similar resolutions condemning the
USA Patriot Act. Chicago is the
largest city to officially register its
dissent against the law.
www.boricuahumanrights.org

SB67

AND THE IMMIGRANT COMMUNITY

Words: Edith Bucio,
President of Chimexla

@
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On Wednesday, November 5th, an
estimated 2,000 people crowded
the halls of Illinois's capitol,
Springfield, in support of Senate
Bill 67, which would give individuals without social security numbers the opportunity to obtain a
driver's license, tax identification
number, and original birth certificate that will replace the social
security number. The passing of
this bill would provide the undocumented the opportunity to drive
with a license and insurance, an
important factor that would keep
our streets safer.
The idea of giving this bill life has
been
10
years
in
the
making. When first brought to
Springfield, the bill had no chance
of passing, but with a push from
Senator Miguel Del Valle and the
Latino and immigrant community (who have campaigned vigorously for this bill), SB67 might
just become a law.

2,000 people, and groups like
Centro Sin Fronteras and Casa
Aztlan, went to support SB67. Our
numbers were so great that we
were not able to enter the chambers in which the House meets,
and instead had to wait patiently
outside to hear the outcome of the
vote. It seemed like we waited for
hours while the bill was being
debated and then the Republicans
asked for a recess. At the end we
were told that they were going to
vote on it the next day and that 30

votes were needed in order for the
bill to pass.
The next day a number of individuals
attended
the
session
again. This second time not as
many were mobilized due to realities of daily life such as work and
school. But the energy that had
been present the day before was
not at all lacking. With three hundred people representing a variety
of groups from Chicago and
Aurora, the infamous "si se puede"
chants and prayers were heard, and
Guadalupana songs echoed against
the marble walls of the state's capitol. This occurred after we sat in
the chambers and heard the voices
of those politic,ians that were
speaking for the people, as well as
those who were obviously
not. Senator Chris Cauzen from
Aurora claimed that this bill was
rewarding people who were br~aking the law with benefits that
should be reserved for citizens, in
his words "why are they going to
buy the cow when they can get the

continues on pg 17
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Prison Denies Medical Treatment
to Political Prisoner, Oscar Lopez Rivera
The following letter is part of a campaign to
ensure that the Bureau of Prisons attends to
Oscar Lopez's health . We ask for your support
in thi s matter. For more information: contact

Harley G. Lappin , Director
Federal Bureau of Prisons
320 First Street N.W.
Washington , D.C. 20534
BOP fax number: 202/514-6878
Oscar Lopez Rivera , 87651-024
USP Terre Haute

Re:

Dear Director Lappin:

,·)..

'f

~
In March of 2003, a surgeon at USP Terre Haute, Dr. Taude, diagnosed Mr. Lopez with bilateral hernias. The doctor indicated he
would recommend to the Bureau of Prisons (BOP) that the hernias
\
.
be surgically repaired . Since that time, Mr. Lopez has reported to ~~
the medical staff that he has increasing pain in the area of the
hernias. Three months ago he was still able to exercise vigorously, but he is currently unable to do so because of the pain. After enduring months of pain and discomfort since the diagnosis, Mr. Lopez again saw Dr. Taude in early October. The doctor assured Mr. Lopez
that he had recommended surgery, but apprised him that it was up to the BOP to decided whether to provide the surgery.

. _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____J

We are concerned, based on his attorney's consultation with qualified outside medical personnel, that although the hernias seem to be
reducible, the pain is increasing, and if one of the hernias becomes stuck, the result could be a surgical emergency. We further understand that since he has two hernias, they could both be repaired at the same time so that he will have to recover from only one surgery, and avoiding the necessity for anesthesia on two occasions.
Finally, given the political nature of the acts and beliefs for which Mr. Lopez is in prison-fighting for the independence of Puerto Ricowe are concerned that prison authorities are placing an inappropriate emphasis on his high security status, at no small cost and risk
to Mr. Lopez' health and well-being. We insist that you immediately provide him with the care that the surgeon has already determined
he needs. You can be sure that we will continue to monitor his situation and advocate for his human rights. We expect a forthcoming
response.
Sincerely yours,
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address - - - - - - - - City ____ State __ Zip _ _ _ __

I
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SB67 continued
Oscar Lopez Rivera was among fifteen Puerto Rican men and
women imprisoned in the 1980's for their acts and beliefs in favor
of Puerto Rican independence. The support for their release [eventually] included several members of Congress, Nobel laureates,
labor leaders, the Catholic Archbishop of Puerto Rico, and all the
major Protestant churches of Puerto Rico and many denominations in the US, as well as the entire political spectrum in Puerto
Rico.
By the time most of these supporters became involved in the campaign for their release, the prisoners had all served over a decade
in prison. The supporters he ld many different views about pacifism
vs. just war and political status, but they agreed that that these
prisoners had received disproportionately long sentences (average over 65 years) and had more than served whatever debt they
may have owed to society.
Of those fifteen, in 1999 President Clinton commuted the sentences
of eleven, declaring that their sentences were indeed disproportionate. Of the four who remain in prison, two [will] are scheduled
for release before the end of next year. Mr. Lopez and Ca rlos
Alberto Torres, however, continue to face the equivalent of life
sentences, with release dates in 2027 and 2024, respectively.
Most of these political prisoners, including Mr. Lopez and Mr.
Torres, were associated with the FALN (Armed Forces of National
Liberation) and were convicted of seditious conspiracy (the same
charge for which Nelson Mandela was convicted, and which has
been used primarily against the Puerto Rican independence movement). They were accused of military actions against corporate
and military targets related to the colonial condition of Puerto Rico,
but not of any act resulting in human injury or loss of life. Because
they invoked the international law position as prisoners of war,
insisting that they had a right under the Geneva Conventions to be
tried by an international tribunal instead of by the colonial power,
they did not defend themselves in court.
Just as their disproportionate sentences were calculated to punish them for their political beliefs and acts, so have their prison
conditions particularly in Mr. Lopez' case. For over 12 years he
experienced the most maximum security prisons in the U.S.,
including USP Marion, Illinois, condemned by Amnesty
International as violating virtually every one of the United Nations
Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners, and ADX
Florence, Colorado, the "Alcatraz of the Rockies," known for interning those regarded by the government as "terrorists."
Sin ce September 11, the risk to those who remain in prison has
only increased, as the "anti-terrorist" order of the day has ushered
in a harsher regime, making the ir segregation and isolation even
more imminent, and elevating their high security status to the point
where it interferes with needed medical care .

milk for free?" We had to sit through
other anti-immigrant commentaries
such as these, but also were able to hear
the
support
of
other
politicians. Unfortunately, with 26 votes
against the bill and 29 for it, SB67, was
one vote shy of passing. It was later
explained to us that there were two
Democrat Senators who were not present that day, and that with their votes in
support of the bill will most likely
pass. With this said the people rallied
right in the middle of the capitol's first
floor and began to chant and sing, holding hands together in prayer and
demanding the right for their driver's
licenses.
It is important for the Latino community, who have the privilege of documentation, to support the immigrants of
this country who are in many cases our
parents, sisters and brothers, aunts and
uncles, and such a vital part of this
country's economic and work force. We
need to show our support for bills like
SB67 and the Dream Act by rallying,
calling our Representatives, or donating
resources to organizations that are
involved with this issue. Although the
immigrant rights movement was
impacted greatly in the wake of
September 11 th , the movement seems
to be gaining its momentum again,
thanks to the mobilizing of thousands
of immigrants and allies who are continuing the struggle.

*If yo u are interested in learning more
about this issue, or would like to get
involved, or need a lawyer to help for
cases dealing with the INS contact
Centro Sin Fronteras at (773) 836-8383
or visit www.pueblosinfronteras.org.

While those of us who sought the release of all fifteen celebrate
that eleven have come home, we continue to strive for the heath,
welfare and freedom of those who remain behind bars.
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Los

"RADICALES" BORICUAS DE CHICAGO

Words: .Jorge Du any
Catedratico de la UPR

iPOR QUE los puertorriquefios
establecidos en Chicago tienen
fama de ser mas nacionalistas que
sus compatriotas en la Isla y otras
partes de Estados Unidos? iPor que
muchos activistas comunitarios de
la diaspora se han alineado con
movimientos izquierdistas como
las Fuerzas Armadas para la
Liberaci6n Nacional y los desaparecidos Young Lords?
El reciente libro de la antrop6logia
Ana
Yolanda
Ramos-Zayas,
National
Performances:
The
Politics of Class, Race, and Space in
Puerto Rican Chicago, intenta contestar tales
preguntas. Mediante una minuciosa investigaci6n de la comunidad boricua en esa ciudad,
Ramos-Zayas demuestra que sus
lideres han recurrido al discurso
nacionalista para adelantar multiples agendas ideol6gicas y materiales, tales como los intereses de
clase, raza y genero de los inmigrantes.
Segun la autora, el nacionalismo ha
aglutinado a numerosos activistas
y residentes del barrio puertorriquefio en el area de Humboldt
Park, donde se concentraron los
nmigrantes de la Isla desde los afios
cincuenta. Actualmente, ese barrio
ostenta el Paseo Boricua, un
proyecto de revitalizaci6n urbana
que se extiende por una milla a lo
largo de la calle
Division, marcada por dos
enormes banderas monoestrelladas de acero. Alli se ubican
panaderias, colmados, restau-
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rantes, cafeterias, centros culturales, iglesias y una casita en honor
a
Pedro
Albizu
Campos.
Anualmente se celebran 1mportantes eventos publicos como el
Dia de los Reyes Magos, el Desfile
del Pueblo y la Fiesta Boricua.
Hace dos afios, tuve la oportunidad de dictar una conferencia a
una audiencia que desbordaba el
local del Centro Cultural Juan
Antonio Corretjer, en plena Calle
Division. No se si el tamafio del
publico se debi6 al grupo de
bomba y plena que me precedi6 o
a los suculentos candungos de
arroz con pollo que consumieron
gratuitamente los asistentes. De
todos modos, quede muy impresionado con el grado de interes,
reparaci6n y organizaci6n de los
participantes en la actividad. Paseo
Boricua es uno de los esfuerzos
comunitarios mas exitosos de los
puertorriquefios en
Estados
Unidos.
La bien sustentada tesis de RamosZayas es que los inmigrantes puertorriquefios y sus descendientes en
Chicago han reelaborado los principales simbolos nacionalistas

(como la figura mitica de Albizu
Campos) como pruebas de autenticidad cultural. Estos simbolos se
han difundido ampliamente a
traves de instituciones comunitarias como las Escuelas Roberto
Clemente y Pedro Albizu Campos,
y los Centros Culturales Juan
Antonio Corretjer y Segundo Ruiz
Belvis. A diferencia de la Isla, el
nacionalismo
puertorriquefio en Chicago com bina una ideologia anticolonialista
con practicas culturales que no
dependen exclusivamente de la
lengua espafiola ni la cultura hispanica. Mas bien, se trata de com batir la representaci6n publica de
una comunidad criminalizada y
marginada, mediante la reafirmaci6n de su identidad hibrida,
incluyendo el uso del rap y el
"Spanglish".
Pese a su reputaci6n como bastion
de radicalismo, la poblaci6n puertorriquefia en Chicago esta compuesta mayoritariamente por trabajadores inmigrantes que probablemente no simpatizan con la
independencia de Puerto Rico ni
con la izquierda politica. No
obstante, en comparaci6n con
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Words: Maria Camacho,
student at the Family Learning Center

otras comunidades de la diaspora,
la de Chicago parece estar mejor
organizada para resistir el prejuicio etnico, la discriminaci6n
racial y el desplazamiento residencial. El excelente libro de RamosZayas documenta la movilizaci6n
comunitaria en torno al discurso
nacionalista de sus principales
lideres. Me sigue intrigando por
que ese discurso ha logrado mas
arraigo popular en Chicago que en
otros asentamientos puertorriquefios en Estados Unidos e
incluso en la Isla.
El Nuevo Dia
miercoles, 12 de noviembre
de 2003

The Family Learning Center (PLC) is a Project of the
Puerto Rican Cultural Center created for Latina/a and
Black women. With the motto "Live and Help To Live;' the
program services those who want to make a brighter future
for themselves and their children. The FLC, which is in its
tenth year, provides an intense and challenging educational curriculum that includes courses in Reading, Math, and
Puerto Rican History. The program supports the students
in the subjects that they may have trouble with while helping students prepare for college.
The FLC assists students that have experienced poverty,
domestic violence, and poor schooling systems. It provides
childcare for the students that are in the program. The PLC
is very helpful because it opens its doors to women who
wouldn't otherwise have the opportunity to earn their high
school diplomas. It gives young women chances to have
their children in the same facility while the women attend
class.
Right now the program is experiencing a crisis. The FLC is
currently operating on one-third of its original budget.
The program was not eligible for funding this time around
because it was considered as a new applicant for the grant
and because of the state's budget crisis (money is being cut
from all state departments).
At this time the FLC is trying to raise money through
fundraisers and private donations from organizations in
and around the community. Individuals have shown their
support by donating materials and supplies and by volunteering their time to teach the women or work in the daycare. People have also organized fundraisers for us. This
program needs to keep its doors open so that it can continue to provide valubale service to community families .
The FLC is very close to shutting down completely due to
the lack of funds. If anyone wishes to send a donation, mail
to Family Learning Center, 2636 W. Division, Chicago, IL
60622. Checks should be made payable to PRCC/FLC.
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